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Cookie Policy
What are Cookies?
Cookies are small text files that are placed on your computer by websites that you visit. They are
widely used in order to make websites work, or work more efficiently, as well as to provide
information to the owners of the site. For example, cookies are used to remember users’
preferences and to help navigate between pages efficiently.
How we use your information
RenaissanceRe may automatically receive and record information on our server logs from your
browser, including your IP address.
The table below explains the cookies that RenaissanceRe uses and why.
Category

Description

Strictly Necessary
Cookies

These cookies are necessary for the website to function and cannot be
switched off in our systems. They are usually only set in response to
actions made by you which amount to a request for services, such as
setting your privacy preferences, logging in or filling in forms. You can set
your browser to block or alert you about these cookies, but some parts of
the site will not then work. These cookies do not store any personally
identifiable information.

Performance
Cookies

These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so we can
measure and improve the performance of our site. They help us to know
which pages are the most and least popular and see how visitors move
around the site. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and
therefore anonymous. If you do not allow these cookies we will not know
when you have visited our site and will not be able to monitor its
performance.

Targeting
Cookies

These cookies may be set through our site by our advertising partners.
They may be used by those companies to build a profile of your interests
and show you relevant adverts on other sites. They do not store directly
personal information but are based on uniquely identifying your browser
and internet device. If you do not allow these cookies, you will experience
less targeted advertising.

Name

Category

Type

Notes

Allegromicro.com
AMCVS_98CF678254E9
3B1

Targeting

Session

This is a session cookie which lasts for
730 days. It stores a unique visitor
identifier, and uses an organisation
identifier.

Targeting

Session

This is a session cookie which lasts for
730 days. It stores a unique visitor
identifier, and uses an organisation
identifier to allow a company to track
users across their domains and
services.

ak_bmsc

Strictly
Necessary

Expires
on the
same
day

This cookie is used to analyse traffic to
determine if it is automated traffic
generated by IT systems or a human
user

bm_sv

Strictly
Necessary

Expires
on the
same
day

This cookie is used to analyse traffic to
determine if it is automated traffic
generated by IT systems or a human
user

bm_mi

Strictly
Necessary

Expires
on the
same
day

This cookie is used to analyse traffic to
determine if it is automated traffic
generated by IT systems or a human
user

4228%5F0

Performan
ce Cookie

Persiste
nt

This cookie name is associated with
api.nasdaqomx.wallst.com.

4228%5F1

Performan
ce Cookie

Persiste
nt

This cookie name is associated with
api.nasdaqomx.wallst.com.

DrupalVisitorMobile

Performan
ce Cookie

Session

Used to determine if it’s a Mobile
Device.

demdex

Performan
ce Cookie

5
months
27 days

The demdex cookie, set under the
domain demdex.net, is used by Adobe
Audience Manager to help identify a
unique visitor across domains.

GZIP

Performan
ce Cookie

5 years

File compression

B0A4C98A5%40AdobeO
rg
Allegromicro.com
AMCV_98CF678254E93
B1B0A4C98A5%40Adob
eOrg

_ga

Performan
ce Cookie

2 years

This cookie is used by Google Analytics
to collect information about how visitors
use our site. We use the information to
compile reports and to help us improve
the site. The cookie collects information
in an anonymous form, including the
number of visitors to the site, where
visitors have come to the site from and
what pages they visited. The cookie
does not collect personal identifiable
information. The _ga cookie will last for
two years.
Please refer to Google’s privacy policy
which includes analytics for further
information:
http://www.google.co.uk/intl/en/policies/
privacy/
You can opt out of Google Analytics by
visiting this page on Google.

_gid

Performan
ce Cookie

1 day

Installed by Google Analytics, _gid
cookie stores information on how
visitors use a website, while also
creating an analytics report of the
website's performance. Some of the
data that are collected include the
number of visitors, their source, and the
pages they visit anonymously.

_gat_gtag_UA_4362166
3_1

Performan
ce Cookie

1
minute

Set by Google to distinguish users.

